
This massage is both therapeutic and spiritual, promoting harmony between body and spirit.

Inherited from Polynesian tradition, this art of many benefits has the ability to reach the soul

through the body. It is widely used to maintain and restore inner harmony.

Taurumi massage

your stay at the Spa

Immersion massage

Indian Head massage

Facial care

Oriental blend

Polynesian ritual

Combining a number of oriental techniques, this massage improves natural energy flow by

stimulating specific energy points and thus generating perfect energy balance and leading to a

profound sensation of harmony.

Inspired by Indian rituals, this care alleviates tension thanks to the special attention given to the

neck, shoulders and back. In addition, a scalp massage with warm oil will rebalance energy flow in

the body and restore inner peace and tranquillity.

The immersion massage is a relaxing treatment designed to transport you to a peaceful universe

and allow you to truly release from the daily routine. This comforting, calming massage will soothe

your body and mind. An immersion in oneself, a moment for you.

‘‘head to toe" scrub

A unique experience combining a tropical body scrub and a coconut body wrap followed by a
rehydrating Tiare body mousse to complete this moment of pure escape. This Polynesian flavoured
ritual will leave your skin soft, smooth and delicately scented

As a prelude to all body treatments, this scrub removes impurities and prepares the skin for

specific care. It is also the key to a radiant and long-lasting tan. Enjoy a delightful experience of

tropical scents during a head-to-toe body scrub.

Algotherm enhances the power and natural benefits of the ocean with tailor-made replenishing

care designed to reveal the serenity and beauty of your face.

Your stay in 50 minutes

We recommend to book your spa appointments as soon as you arrive at the resort in order to 
get the best availability.

Spa Opening Hours

Wednesday 18th - From 01.30 pm to 08.00 pm
Thursday 19th - From 08.45 am to 08.00 pm
Friday 20th - From 08.45 am to 07.00 pm

Once Spa is booked we recommend to get to the spa at least 20 minutes before the time of your
treatment. In case of late arrival length of treatment time cannot be guaranteed.
Our Team includes experienced male and female therapists.

Spa reception

Contact is ext. 6360
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